
TENTH QUIZ
You have 15 minutes from the start of class to complete this quiz.  Read the questions with care; work with 
deliberate speed.  Don’t give us more than we ask for.  The usual instructions apply.  Good luck!

Problem 1  (2 points)

Some early computers used decimal circuitry to represent data:  The smallest unit of memory was a circuit that 
could represent 10 different values (i.e., a digit from 0 to 9).  No modern computers use decimal circuitry.

(a)  What kind of circuitry do they use instead, and how is that circuitry different from decimal circuitry?

binary circuitry:  Can represent only two different values.  Need “binary” and “two values” for full credit.

(b)  Give at least two advantages of the modern circuitry you named in part (a) over decimal circuitry.

smaller, more reliable, faster to change state; also give credit for cheaper, less power, easier to implement arithme-
tic, less heat

Problem 2  (9 points)

(a)  (1 point)  What is redundant information (in just a couple of words—don’t be redundant here!)?

Extra information, unnecessary information, information not strictly necessary to convey the meaning.

(b)  (1 point)  What does data compression do to redundant information (one or two words)?

Remove it, eliminate it.

(c)  (2 points)  What’s the difference between lossy and lossless compression?

Lossy compression loses (throws away) some information; Lossless compression permits perfect restoration of the 
original.  (They can describe one and say “the other doesn’t.”)

(d)  (2 points)  To compress a file containing a term paper, would you be likelier to use lossy or lossless com-
pression?  In a few words, why?

Lossless.  You don’t want to lose anything, throw anything away; all the info is crucial.

(e)  (2 points)  Why would anyone ever want to use lossy compression?

You can get really high compression rates (much higher than lossless)

(f)  (1 point)  What kinds of data are suitable for lossy compression?  (Don’t just list examples; try to character-
ize the source or nature of data that’s amenable to lossy compression.)

Data that comes from the real world (like photos and sound), data that gets sampled and quantized somehow, 
data where the process of making it digital necessarily loses some information.  Any part of that.
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Problem 3  (9 points)

Suppose you have a list of restaurant structures, which are defined as usual:
(define-struct rrant (name cuisine phone dish price)).

Complete the definition of this function.  You may use map, filter, and foldr as appropriate, but you’re not 
required to.

;; select-rrants: list-of-rrant (rrant->boolean) (rrant->boolean) -> list-of-rrant
;; Return a list of all rrants on the input list for which BOTH predicate functions
;; are true.
;; Example: To get Thai restaurants in the list RL that serve Mee Krob:
;;   (select-rrants RL Thai? (lambda (R) (string=? (rrant-dish R) “Mee Krob”)))
(define select-rrants
  (lambda (RL p1? p2?)
 (cond
  ((empty? RL) empty)
  ((and (p1? (first RL)) (p2? (first RL)))
   (cons (first RL) (select-rrants (rest RL) p1? p2?)))
  (else (select-rrants (rest RL) p1? p2?)))))
 OR
 (filter (lambda (R) (and (p1? R) (p2? R))) RL)
 OR
 (filter p1? (filter p2? RL))

SCORING (non-filter version):
 1 point for correct empty case
 1 point for having two other cases (or nested  cond), one of which attempts to apply p1? or p2? to (first RL)
 2 points for correctly applying p1? and p2? to (first RL) [partial OK]
 1 point for correctly consing (first RL) onto some recursive call in pass-both-tests case
 1 point for NOT consing anything onto recursive call in don’t-pass-both case
 2 points for correct recursive calls in second and third cond clauses. [partial OK]
 1 point for everything else correct

SCORING (filter version):
 2 points for (filter some-attempt-at-a-predicate RL)
  (filter p1? p2? RL) loses one point here.
 1 point for predicate taking one argument
 1 point for predicate taking one rrant as argument (i.e., operations in predicate’s body are on rrants)
 1 point for predicate returning a boolean
 1 point for calling at least one of p1?  or p2? on the predicate’s parameter
 1 point for attempting to call both p1? and p2? on the predicate’s parameter
 1 point for correctly combining calls to p1? and p2?
 1 point for everything else correct

 Nested filters should receive full credit if they’re correct.
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